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The main activity of DRP Group Przemysław Miśkiewiczi Wspólnicy Sp. Jawna is the recovery and recycling
of plastics, as welt as the design and production of structural plastics composites. 0ur strategic aoat in the
fietd of environmentat management is to conduct our operations in a sustainable manner, respecting the
naturat environment and meeting the expectations and requirements of interested parties.

We achieve the above goat by imptementing and maintaining the Environmental Management System
in accordance with the requirements of lS0 14001 :2015, in particular by takin9 the fol[owing actions:

r
.

compliance with applicabte legal requirements, stakeholder requirements, compliance obligations and any
other applicabte requirements relevant to the context of the organization, affecting the organization abitity to
ensure compliance of the activities peńormed and relating to specific environmentat aspects,

implementation of production processes while maintaining the effective use of resources, materials and
util,ities, taking into account environmentaI aspects,

a

minimizing the negative and nursuring the positive impact on the natural environment,

a

engaging atl employees of the company in maintaining and improving the Environmentat Management System,
property communicating environmental goats, improving employee competences through systematic training,

.
o

providing interested pańies with access to information on the environmentat impact of the Organization and
solving environmentat issues based on a joint diatogue,
continuous improvement of the Environmental Management system, in particutar by preventing breakdowns
and environmentat pottution and the sustainable use of resources in order to improve the environmentat
effects of operations,

We declare the provision of adequate resources to achieve environmental goals, as wett a§ our commitment to
maintaining and improving the imptementetl Environmental Management System in the fietd of activities related to the
recovery and recycting and processing of plastics
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